LA County and CPSC aim to generate a list of commercial textile generators in the unincorporated County and characterize unwanted textiles generated. CPSC will incentivize pilot participants to pre-sort textiles, provide relevant information, and allow designated haulers to take materials to the sub-contracted processors with highest-and-best use for available funds.

Project outcomes include working with subcontractors for pre-sorting and analysis of textile waste, identify best practices and recommend gaps in funding to increase textiles waste diversion, while expanding opportunities for regional textile reuse, repair, and renovation, and allowing recycling business to thrive.

**OPPORTUNITIES FOR INVOLVEMENT**
Publicly funded pilot projects that will seek contractors, such as:

- WASTE HAULERS
- SECOND-USE/THRIFT BUSINESSES
- INDUSTRIAL LAUNDRIES
- TEXTILE RENTAL BUSINESSES
- BRANDS/PRODUCERS
- TAILORS/MENDERS
- TEXTILE RECYCLERS

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE 1**
Generate list of commercial textile generators and call sample to establish baseline

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE 2**
Arrange participation with selected commercial generators and information exchange

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE 3**
Characterize and analyze textile waste

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE 4**
Develop best management practices